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Announcements and Upcoming Events

The 10th ADFSL Conference on Digital Forensics, Security and Law

Daytona Beach, Florida USA
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
May 19-21, 2015

http://www.digitalforensics-conference.org

The ADFSL Conference on Digital Forensics, Security and Law is the official annual conference of the ADFSL, the Association of Digital Forensics Security and Law. The Conference is a unique and innovative event organized and managed by the Association of Digital Forensics, Security and Law (ADFSL).

The first annual conference of the ADFSL Conference on Digital Forensics, Security and Law was held in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA on April 20-21, 2006. The conference was created on the premise that digital forensics goes beyond digital evidence. The mission of the conference is to significantly expand the domain of digital forensics research to a wide and eclectic audience of academics, consultants and executives who are involved in the curriculum, research and use of digital forensics.

The conference provides an avenue for the presentation and discussion of original research and curriculum about digital forensics and its relationship to security and law. Contributions are particularly welcome which analyze the results of interdisciplinary research and relate to the intersection of theory, method and empirical findings. Of interest will be manuscripts, which present the theoretical concepts of the development, organization, and dissemination of digital forensics concepts. Further, conference proceedings will be made available to include the results of research and case studies that advance the practice and understanding of digital forensics methods and techniques to support efficient and effective investigations.

Conference submissions are double blind refereed and provide a forum for high quality research, communication and debate on the subject of digital forensics and directly related fields.
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